TRANSFORMING DRAGON POWER
In the language of the modern science the archetypal power of life is called atomic power.
Ancient cultures called it “dragon power”. According to different traditions dragons are
carriers of abundance of life as well as cause of immense destruction. To enable the subtle
organism of life to develop Gaia has commanded dragon units to turn inwardly into the shell
of atoms. Through destructing the shell of atoms, human beings have released the ancient
dragons in their devastating power. This is a path of no return. Fukushima tragedy should be
taken as the ultimate warning.
Love in its cosmic (Christ) quality is the only means to transform the released dragon power
to become the power of life on a new level of existence. Instead to operate destructively in
the manifested world it should be positioned backward into the causal world.
1.

Press the five fingers of your hands into one point to make clear that you are dealing
with the smallest unit of the material world called by the ancient Greeks “the atom”. The
hands are positioned in front of your belly. They touch each other to form a lemniscate,
the symbol of infinity. The archetypal quality of an atom is equal to infinity. This is why
destructing one atom represents threat to the whole universe.

2.

Then move your hands swiftly apart to indicate the dangerous process of splitting atoms.

3.

At this point the process of transformation starts. Unite the hands again, this time in front
of your heart.

4.

As next, open your hands in front of your heart space widely, the fingers representing
rays of crystal white light. Open and close them few times. It is to invite the dragon
power to become enveloped into a new bandage, the bandage of cosmic love.

5.

With a gesture directed to the (causal) space behind your back, the dragon power
should be transferred from the manifested world back to the archetypal world where it
belongs to. Positioned there and transformed through the cosmic love, the atomic power
becomes the base of the transformed Earth cosmos.

This is the basic model for the exercise which you can alter if you feel inspired to do so.
Perform the gestures few times a day being aware that Fukushima in its present state is a
threat for the planet as a whole.
Gaia Touch is a method to renew dialog between human beings and Gaia, the Mother of life.
It is a work by the Slovenian artist Marko Pogacnik done through the inspiration of elemental
and spiritual beings and based upon the knowledge of the cosmograms. The basic Gaia
Touch exercises can be used also as a path for the personal tuning into the recent Earth and
body changes. The basic Gaia Touch exercises can be downloaded for free.

